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Abstract
The term \textit{ad hoc data} refers to the billions of bytes of non-standard and continuously evolving data spread across all computer systems. Such data includes server logs, distributed system performance and debugging data, telephone call records, financial data and online repositories of scientific data.

This paper presents \textsc{PADS}, a system that generates monitoring, analysis and transformation tools for distributed ad hoc data from declarative specifications. The generated tools include an archiver, a database loading system, a statistical analyzer, an alert system, an RSS feed generator, and debugging tools. In addition, the system generates libraries for application developers, including modules for parsing, printing, error management, data traversal and transformation which developers can use to create their own application-specific tools. Advanced users can build new generic tools applicable to any collection of data sources.

The \textsc{PADS} data description language allows data analysts to specify \textit{where} their ad hoc data is located, \textit{how} to obtain it, \textit{when} to get it (or give up trying), and \textit{what} preprocessing the system should do when it arrives. As its name suggests, \textsc{PADS} is layered on top of the \textsc{PADS} sublanguage, developed in previous research efforts, for specifying the \textit{format} of the data sources. We illustrate the expressiveness of \textsc{PADS} by giving descriptions for several different distributed systems including CoMon, the monitoring system for PlanetLab, and a monitoring system for a web hosting service provided by AT&T. We define a formal semantics for the language, describe our implementation, and evaluate its performance. We show our system is capable of scaling to distributed systems the size of CoMon, the current monitor for PlanetLab’s 800+ nodes.

1. Introduction

An \textit{ad hoc data source} is any semistructured data source for which useful data analysis and transformation tools are not readily available. The data that constitutes a single, abstract source often comes from many different concrete, physical destinations distributed across the Internet. It often becomes available over a range of times and in several, evolving formats. Before users can extract the information they need from the data, it must be fetched, archived locally for historical analysis, compressed, perhaps encrypted or anonymized, and monitored for errors or deviations from the norm.

Managing ad hoc data is a bane of the implementers of distributed systems. These systems may have hundreds or thousands of heterogeneous, distributed components. Keeping these components running smoothly is a continuous maintenance task of significant complexity. Consequently, each component in a well-designed distributed system produces a continuous stream of log files that measure its performance and health. As an example, consider the data manipulated by CoMon [24], a system designed to monitor the health, performance and security of PlanetLab [26]. Every five minutes, CoMon attempts to contact each of 842 PlanetLab nodes across 416 sites worldwide. When all is well, which it never is, each node responds with an ASCII data file in mail-header format containing information ranging from the kernel version to the uptime to the memory usage to the ID of the user with the greatest CPU utilization. CoMon archives this data in compressed form and processes the information for display to PlanetLab users. CoMon is an invaluable resource for PlanetLab users who need to monitor the health and performance of their applications or experiments.

Almost all distributed systems have (or should have) similar monitoring infrastructure. Currently, the implementors of each new distributed system usually have to build “one-off” monitoring tools, which takes an enormous amount of time and expertise to do well. A substantial part of the difficulty comes from the diversity, quality, and quantity of data these systems must handle. Implementors cannot ignore errors: they must properly handle network errors and partial disconnects of the network. They cannot ignore performance issues: data must be fetched before it vanishes from remote sites and it must be archived efficiently in ways that do not burn-out hard drives by causing them to overheat. In addition, new monitoring systems also must interact with legacy devices, legacy software and legacy data, preventing implementors from using robust off-the-shelf data management tools built for standard formats like XML.

Similar problems appear in the natural and social sciences, including biology, physics and economics. For example, systems such as BioPixie [7], Griffin [6] and Golem [27], built by computational biologists at Princeton, routinely obtain data from a number of sources scattered across the net. Often, the data is archived and later analyzed or mined for information about gene structure and regulation. Figure 1 summarizes selected distributed ad hoc data sources.

This paper describes a system that facilitates the creation, maintenance, and evolution of tools for processing ad hoc data from a wide array of distributed data sources over varying periods of time. The system, called \textsc{PADS}, is a domain-specific language in which software developers describe key aspects of the data sources they wish to monitor, including any of the following.

- \textbf{Where} the data is located. The data may be in a directory on the current machine (perhaps written by another process), at some remote location, or at a collection of locations.
- \textbf{When} to get the data. The data may need to be fetched just once (right now!) or according to some schedule.
- \textbf{How} to obtain it. The data may be accessible through standard protocols such as \texttt{http} or \texttt{ftp} or it may be created via a local or remote computation.
- \textbf{What preprocessing} the system should do when the data arrives. The data may be compressed or encrypted; privacy considerations may require the data be anonymized.
**Figure 1.** Example distributed ad hoc data sources.

- **What format** the data source arrives in. The data may be in ASCII, binary, or EBCDIC. It may be tab- or comma-separated, or it may be in the kind of non-standard format that PADS [12, 16] was designed to describe.

The PADS/D system then compiles these high-level specifications into a collection of programming libraries and end-to-end tools for distributed systems monitoring. Our current tool suite includes a number of useful artifacts, inspired by the needs we have observed in a variety of ad hoc monitoring systems:

- **An archiver** that collects distributed data on the specified schedule, archives it, and maintains a “table of contents.”
- **A printer** that fetches, prints, and helps debug specifications.
- **A performance monitor** that measures fetch times and also helps debug specifications.
- **A RRD database loader** that takes the data and extracts specified pieces to load into an RRD database [21]. The data is indexed by its arrival time and supports time-based queries.
- **An accumulator** that maintains a statistical profile of the data and its error characteristics.
- **An alert system** that generates alerts based on programmable conditions.
- **A selector** that extracts and records specified subcomponents of a larger data source.
- **An RSS feed generator** that wraps raw data in the appropriate headers to create an RSS feed from diverse ad hoc data sources.

The system can generate all of these tools from PADS/D descriptions and declarative tool configuration specifications. Thus for common tasks, users can manage distributed data sources simply by writing high-level declarative specifications. It is quick and it is easy. There are relatively few concepts to learn, no complex interfaces and no tricky boilerplate to master to initialize the system or thread together tool libraries. Because there is so little “programming” involved, we refer to the act of writing simple specifications and using pre-defined tools as the off-the-shelf mode of use. However, to avoid sacrificing flexibility and to support extensibility, PADS/D supports two other modes of use.

The second mode is for the single-minded implementer, who needs to build a new application for a specific collection of distributed data sources. Such users need more than the built-in set of tools, and consequently the system provides support for creating new tools by automatically generating libraries for fetching data, for parsing and printing, for performing type-safe data traversal, and for stream processing using classic functional programming paradigms such as map, fold, and iterate. These generated libraries make it straightforward to create custom tools specific to particular data sources. However, there is a steeper learning curve in this mode than in off-the-shelf mode because a variety of interfaces must be learned. The average functional programmer may find these interfaces relatively intuitive, but the computational scientist who is not interested in functional programming may prefer to stick with off-the-shelf tools.

The third mode is for the generic programmer. Generic programmers may observe that they (or their colleagues) need to perform some task over and over again on different data sets. Rather than writing a program specific to a particular data set, they use a separate set of interfaces supplied by the PADS/D system to write a single generic program to complete the task. For example, the RRD database loader is generic because it is possible to load data from any specified source into the RRD tool without additional “programming.” The generic programming mode is the most difficult to use as it involves learning a relatively complex set of interfaces for encoding Generalized Algebraic Datatypes (GADTs) [32] and Higher-Order Abstract Syntax (HOAS). These complexities are required to encode the dependent features of PADS/D and to compensate for the lack of built-in generic programming support in OCaml. Still the reward for building generic tools is very high: as more and more such tools are built, the life of the off-the-shelf user becomes easier and easier. We have already built eight useful generic tools ourselves and will continue to build more as demand requires.

**Contributions.** The paper makes the following contributions:

- It outlines the design of a language for specifying the spatial, temporal and auxiliary properties of distributed ad hoc data sources. We are aware of no other research effort that has attempted to design, implement or analyze such a language.
- It provides a mechanism for the automatic generation of eight different data processing tools from high-level specifications.
- It supports three modes of use: off-the-shelf, single-minded implementer and generic programmer, thereby optimizing both flexibility and ease-of-use.
- It provides a formal denotational semantics for the language.
- It reports on the implementation experience and performance.

**Outline.** In the remainder of the paper, we describe the two examples we will use throughout the paper (Section 2), show how to describe these data sources in PADS/D (Section 3), describe the generated tool infrastructure and its different modes of use (Section 4), define a denotational semantics for the language (Section 5), discuss the implementation and evaluate its performance (Section 6), describe related work (Section 7), and conclude (Section 8).

2. Running Examples

The CoMon [24] system, developed at Princeton, monitors the health and status of PlanetLab [26] by attempting to fetch data from each of PlanetLab’s 800+ nodes every 5 minutes. This data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name/Use</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoMon [24]</td>
<td>Multiple data sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlanetLab host monitoring</td>
<td>From evolving set of 800+ nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoBlitz [23]</td>
<td>Multiple data sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File transfer system monitoring</td>
<td>From evolving set of 800+ nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log files from CDN monitoring</td>
<td>From evolving set of 250+ hosts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T Arrakis Website host monitoring</td>
<td>Execute programs remotely to collect data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T Regulus Network monitoring</td>
<td>Diverse data sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiMon [24]</td>
<td>Per minute, hour, and day fetches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioGrid [28]</td>
<td>XML and Tab-separated Formats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curated gene and protein data</td>
<td>Monthly data releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCBI [20]</td>
<td>Links to multiple bioinformatics datasets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **An RSS feed generator** that measures fetch times and also helps debug specifications.
- **A selector** that extracts and records specified subcomponents of a larger data source.
- **An RSS feed generator** that wraps raw data in the appropriate headers to create an RSS feed from diverse ad hoc data sources.
ranges from the node uptime to memory usage to kernel version. CoMon displays the data to users in tabular form and allows them to perform a number of simple queries to find, for instance, lightly loaded nodes, nodes with drifting clocks or nodes with little remaining disk space. CoMon also monitors nodes for various sorts of problems and generates reports of deviant machines or usage patterns. A customer signs up for AT&T’s hosting service, part of the contract specifies what kinds of monitoring AT&T will provide for the hosting site. The Arrakis infrastructure provides this monitoring service. It periodically updated to reflect the set of active nodes in PlanetLab.

3. PADS/D: An Informal Introduction

The PADS/D language allows users to describe streams of data and meta-data that we refer to as feeds. To introduce the central features of the language, we work through a series of examples drawn from the CoMon and Arrakis monitoring systems.

3.1 CoMon Feeds

Figure 2 presents our first attempt to define a simple CoMon statistics feed. This description specifies the simple_comon feed using the base feed constructor. The sources field indicates that data for the feed comes from all of the locations listed in sites. The schedule field specifies that relevant data is available from each source every five minutes, starting immediately. When trying to fetch such data, the system may occasionally fail, either because a remote machine is down or because of network problems. To manage such errors, the schedule specifies that the system should try to collect the data from each source for 60 seconds. If the data does not arrive within that window, the system should give up. Finally, the format field indicates that the fetched data conforms to the PADS/ML [16] description named Source defined in the file comon_format.

In contrast to the simple_comon feed, which returns data from all sites, the comon_1 feed defined in Figure 3 uses the any constructor in the sources field to return only a single value per time slice: that of the first site to supply a complete set of data. This feature is particularly useful when monitoring the behavior of replicated systems, such as those using state machine replication, consensus protocols, or even loosely-coupled ones such as Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) [4]. In these systems, the same data will be available from any of the functioning nodes, so receiving results from the first available node is sufficient. These kinds of monitoring systems are useful in the face of partial network unreachability or machine failure. Specifying this behavior at the language level provides a simpler implementation than network-centric approaches such as anycast [25].

The schedule for comon_1 indicates the system should fetch data every minute for two hours, using the lasting field to indicate the duration of the feed. It omits the starting and timeout specifications, causing the system to use default settings for the start time and the timeout window.

The simple_comon example hard-codes the set of locations from which to gather performance data. In reality, the CoMon system has an Internet-addressable configuration file that contains a list of hosts to be queried, one per non-comment line. This list is periodically updated to reflect the set of active nodes in PlanetLab.

Figure 4 specifies a version of the comon feed that depends upon this configuration information. To do so, the description includes an auxiliary feed nodes that describes the configuration information: it is available from the config_location, which appears in Figure 5. This PADS/ML description specifies that source is a list of new-line terminated records, each containing a node item. In turn, a node item is either a '#' character followed by a comment string, which should be tagged with the Comment constructor, or a host name, which should be tagged as Data. The description also defines a helper function is_node, which returns true if the data item in question is a host name rather than a comment. Given this specification, the nodes feed logically yields a list of host names and comments every two minutes. In fact, because of the possibility of errors, the feed actually delivers a list option every two minutes: Some if the list is populated with data, None if the data was unavailable at the given time-slice.

Using the nodes specification, we define the comon feed as a dependent feed: each node item in the nodes feed defines a collection of sources for the comon feed. The comon sources specification processes the node list in the nodes feed then uses these newly cached list of nodes instead. The source specification filters out comment fields, and then converts the host names to URLs with the required port using the auxiliary function
The previous examples all showcased feeds that contained a single type of data. PADS/ML also provides a datatypes mechanism that allows us to construct compound feeds containing data of different sorts. As an example where such a construct is useful, the CoMon system includes a number of administrative data sources. One example is a collection of node profiles, collecting the domain name, IP address, physical location, etc., for each node in the cluster. A second example is a list of authentication information for logging into the machines. These two data sources have different formats, locations, and update schedules, but system administrators want to keep a combined archive of the administrative information present in these sources. If sites_mime is a feed description of the profile information and sites_keyscan_mime is a feed of authentication information, then the declaration

```plaintext
feed sites =
  Locate of sites_mime
| Keyscan of sites_keyscan_mime
```

creates a feed with elements drawn from each of the two feeds. The constructors Locate and Keyscan tag each item in the compound feed to indicate its source.

### 3.2 Arrakis Example

We now shift to an example drawn from AT&T’s Arrakis project. Like the earlier CoMon example, the `stats` feed in Figure 6 monitors a collection of machines described in a configuration file. Before we discuss the `stats` feed itself, we first explain some auxiliary feeds that we use in the definition of the `stats` feed.

The `raw_hostLists` description has the same form as the `nodes` feed we saw earlier, except it draws the data from a local file once a day. We use a feed comprehension to define a clean version of the feed, `host_lists`. In the comprehension, the built-in predicate `is_good` verifies that no errors occurred in fetching the current list of machines `h`, as would be expected for a local file. The function `get_hosts` takes `h` and uses the built-in function `get_good` to unpack the payload data from the error infrastructure, an operation that is guaranteed to succeed because of the `is_good` guard. The function `get_hosts` then selects the host name entries and unwraps them to produce a list of unadorned host names.

We next define a feed generator `gen_stats` that yields an integrated feed of performance statistics for each supplied host. In more detail, when given a host `h`, `gen_stats` creates a five minute schedule with a one minute timeout. It then uses this schedule to describe a compound feed, which pairs two base feeds: the first uses the Unix command `ping` to collect network statistics about the route to `h` while the second performs a remote shell invocation using `ssh` to gather statistics about how long the machine has been up. Both of these feeds use the `proc` constructor in the `sources` field to compute the data on the fly, rather than reading it from a file. The argument to `proc` is a string that the system executes in a freshly constructed shell. The pairing constructor for feeds takes a pair of feeds and returns a feed of pairs, with elements sharing the same scheduled fetch-time being paired. This semantics conveniently produces a compound feed that for each host returns a pair of its ping and uptime statistics, grouping together the information for each host. Of course, the full Arrakis monitoring application uses many more tools than just `ping` and `uptime` to probe remote machines; the full feed description has many more branches than this simplified version.

Finally, we define the feed `stats`. The most interesting piece of this declaration is the `list feed comprehension`, given in square brackets, that we use to generate a feed of lists. Given a host list `h`, the right-hand side of the comprehension considers each host `h` from `hl` in turn. The left-hand side of the comprehension uses the `gen_stats` feed generator to construct a feed of the statistics for `h`. The list feed comprehension then takes this collection of statistics feeds and converts them into a single feed, where each entry is a list of the statistics for the machines in `hl` at a particular
The configuration file includes a feed declaration header and a sequence configuration files.

A simple construct terminates the snapshot feed from the old host list and starts generating a new snapshot feed from the new host list. The create form generates a collection of feeds and merges their contents into a single all-inclusive feed. The update form generates a collection of feeds and produces a single feed by concatenating the collection, stopping one feed as soon as the next.

Whenever a new host list arrives, the foreach...update construct generates a feed of snapshots from the feed of host lists. Having to implement their own multi-way synchronization, users can customize these tools by writing tool specifications. The header specifies the path to the feed description file (comon.fml) and the name of the feed to be created (comon). Each tool specification starts with the keyword tool followed by the name of the tool (e.g., feedaccum and rss). The body of each tool specification lists name-value pairs, where values are OCAML expressions. Some attributes are optional, and the compiler fills in a default value for every omitted attribute. PAD/D compiles a configuration file into an OCAML program that creates and archives the specified feed, configures the specified tools, and applies them to the feed in parallel. In the following paragraphs, we describe the tools we have implemented.

**Archiver.** The archiver saves the data fetched by a feed in the local file system, organizing it according to the structure of the feed, with one directory per base feed. It places a catalog in each directory documenting the source of the data, its scheduled fetch-time. We call each such entry a snapshot of the system. The resulting feed makes it easy for down-stream users to perform actions over snapshots, relieving them of the burden of having to implement their own multi-way synchronization.

Given the list feed comprehension, the foreach...update construct generates a feed of snapshots from the feed of host lists. Whenever a new host list arrives, the foreach...update construct terminates the snapshot feed from the old host list and starts generating a new snapshot feed from the new host list.

Note the difference between the foreach...create construct from the CoMon example and the foreach...update construct. The create form generates a collection of feeds and merges their contents into a single all-inclusive feed. The update form generates a collection of feeds and produces a single feed by concatenating the collection, stopping one feed as soon as the next is generated. We have found the create form to be useful when the actual arrival times of the argument feed are irregular because the regularity means we can give a finite schedule for the dependent feed. In contrast, the update form is useful when the argument feed is irregular and we must give an infinite schedule for the dependent feed to ensure we get the desired values. We define precise semantics for the create and update forms in Section 5.

**4. PADS/D: Working with Feeds**

**4.1 The “Off the Shelf” User**

The PADS/D system provides a suite of “off-the-shelf” tools to help users cope with standard data administration needs. After writing a PADS/D description, users can customize these tools by writing simple configuration files, such as shown in Figure 7. Each configuration file includes a feed declaration header and a sequence of tool specifications. The header specifies the path to the feed description file (comon.fml) and the name of the feed to be created (comon). Each tool specification starts with the keyword tool followed by the name of the tool (e.g., feedaccum and rss). The body of each tool specification lists name-value pairs, where values are OCAML expressions. Some attributes are optional, and the compiler fills in a default value for every omitted attribute. PADS/D compiles a configuration file into an OCAML program that creates and archives the specified feed, configures the specified tools, and applies them to the feed in parallel. In the following paragraphs, we describe the tools we have implemented.

**Archiver.** The archiver saves the data fetched by a feed in the local file system, organizing it according to the structure of the feed, with one directory per base feed. It places a catalog in each directory documenting the source of the data, its scheduled arrival time and the actual arrival time. The archiver will optionally compress files.

**Printer.** The printer outputs the contents of a feed. If configured to print to a single file, the tool concatenates successive items with a
specified separator. If configured to print to multiple files, it outputs the contents of each base feed into a separate file.

**Profiler.** The profiler monitors performance, reporting throughput, average network latency and average system latencies over a period of time. Users can specify in the configuration when to profile and for how long. We used this tool to produce some of the experimental results in Section 6.4.

**Accumulator.** The accumulator maintains statistical profiles for feeds, including their error characteristics. For numeric data, the accumulator keeps aggregates such as averages, max/min values and standard deviations. For other data (e.g., strings, URLs and IP addresses), it keeps the frequency of the top $N$ most common values. For all data, it tracks error rates, the most common error values and their sources. The user can configure the accumulator to profile entire feeds at once, or incrementally. The latter is useful for infinite feeds, because it allows users to continuously monitor feeds and compare their current behavior with historical statistics. The accumulator can output either plain text or XML. Figure 8 shows portions of accumulator output for the CoMon example.

**Alerter.** The alerter allows users to register boolean functions which generate notifications when they evaluate to false on feed items. The tool appends these notifications to a file, which can be piped into other tools. The system provides a library of common alerters such as exceeding max/min thresholds or deviating from the norm (i.e., trigger an alert when a selected value strays more than $k$ standard deviations from its historical value). Users can supply their own conditions by giving arbitrary OCAML predicates in the configuration file.

**Database loader.** This tool allows users to load numerical data from a feed into a Round Robin Database (RRD) [21]. Users specify a function to transform feed items into numeric values and RRD parameters such as data source type and sampling rate. RRD indexes the data by arrival time. It periodically discards old data to make space for new. The tool supports time-indexed queries and displays historical data as graphs.

**Selector.** The selector allows users to choose subcomponents of feed elements using path expressions. It returns a feed of the selected subcomponents, which may then be fed into other tools. Figure 9 shows the path expression language, partly inspired by XPATH [8].

**RSS feed generator.** The RSS feed generator converts a PADS/D feed to an RSS feed. Users specify the title, link (source), description, update schedule and contents of the RSS feed. Content specifications are written in the path expression language.

### 4.2 The Single-Minded Implementer

In addition to the off-the-shelf tools, PADS/D includes an API for manipulating generated feeds. The API provides users with a feed abstraction representing a potentially infinite series of elements. This abstraction is related to that of a lazy list, but extends it with support for data timing and provenance information. Therefore, we model the feed API on the list APIs of functional languages but provide two levels of abstraction. One level allows users to manipulate feeds like any lazy list of data elements (ignoring where they come from), while the other exposes the metadata as well.

For example, consider PlanetLab users looking for a desirable set of nodes on which to run their experiments. They can use the API generated from the CoMon description to monitor PlanetLab for a few minutes to find the least loaded nodes. Figure 10 shows an OCAML code fragment that collects the nodes with the lowest average loads over 10 minutes and then prints them. We omit the details for maintaining the table of top values, as it is orthogonal to our discussion. First, we use `Feed.split_every` to split the feed when 600 seconds (10 minutes) have elapsed. Then, we use `Feed.map` to project the load data from the CoMon elements.

```ocaml
let (sample, _) = Feed.split_every 600. comon in
let select_load = function
    | Some (Comon_format.Source.
        loads = (_, load:_) as e) -> Some load
    | None -> None in
let loads = Feed.map select_load sample in
let load_tbl = Feed.fold update empty_tbl loads in
print_top 10 load_tbl
```

**Figure 10.** Code fragment finding least loaded PlanetLab nodes.

Finally, we use `Feed.fold` to collect the data into a table. Function `update` adds an entry to the table, and `empty_tbl` is the initially empty table. After filling the table, `print_top` processes each node’s loads and prints the ten lowest average loads.

However, this solution is not enough – the CoMon data format does not include the node location in the data, so the code in Figure 10 cannot report the names of the nodes with the lowest average loads. In such situations, provenance metadata is essential. We therefore replace the last two lines of Figure 10 with the code in Figure 11, to exploit metadata. First, we sketch an `update_m` (update with meta) function that uses metadata to associate a location with every load in the table. It relies on the `Meta` module, which we provide to facilitate management of metadata from the feed. Next, we show a call to the lower-level fold, `fold_m` (fold with meta), which passes the data with its metadata to the folding function. Last, the call `print_top_with_loc` prints the ten lowest average loads with their locations.

It should be clear from these examples that the single-minded implementer has a number of new interfaces to master relative to the off-the-shelf user, but gains a correspondingly higher degree of flexibility and can still write relatively concise programs.

### 4.3 The Generic Programmer

Occasionally, users might want to develop functions that can manipulate any feed. Often, such functions can be written as parametric in the type of the feed element, much like the feed library functions discussed above. However, the behavior of many feed functions depends on the structure of the feed and its elements. Such functions can be viewed as *interpretations* of feed descriptions. To support their development, we provide a framework for writing feed interpreters.

Two core examples of feed interpretations are the feed creator and the feed accumulator. The behavior of these tools depends essentially on the structure of the feed. Functions like these require as input a runtime representation of the feed, complete with the details of the feed description that they represent. The obvious choice for representing feed descriptions in OCAML is a datatypes. However, standard OCAML datatypes are not sufficiently typeful to express the types of many generic feed functions. For example, the feed creation function has the type: `feed_create : 'a prefeed -> 'a feed where the type 'a prefeed is an AST of a feed description and feed elements have type 'a. This limitation of datatypes has been widely
discussed in the literature, and various solutions have been proposed [11, 31, 32, 34]. We have chosen to represent our AST presented in this paper, including the feed creator. The compiler only infers appropriate type declarations from feed descriptions, which is where higher-order abstract syntax becomes useful.

The result of our work is that developers can interpret feed-description representations by case analysis on their structure, while still achieving the desired static guarantees. Moreover, we have successfully used this framework to develop all of the tools presented in this paper, including the feed creator. The compiler only infers appropriate type declarations from feed descriptions and compiles the feed syntax into our representations. However, as one might expect, interfaces using higher-order abstract syntax and Mogensen-Scott encodings are one step more complex than those involving the more familiar maps and folds. Consequently, the learning curve for the generic programmer is one step steeper than the curve for the single-minded implementor, and two (or perhaps ten) steps steeper than the curve for the off-the-shelf user.

5. PADS/D Semantics

Developing a formal semantics for PADS/D has been an integral part of our language design process. We have used the semantics to communicate our ideas precisely and to explore the nuances of design decisions. Furthermore, the semantics provides users with a tool to reason about the feeds resulting from PADS/D descriptions, including subtleties related to synchronization, timeouts and errors.

To express locations, schedules, and constraints, the feed calculus depends upon a host language, which we take to be the simply-typed lambda calculus. Figure 12 presents its syntax, which includes a collection of constants to simplify the semantics: strings (w), locations (ℓ), times (t), and schedules (s). We assume times may be added and compared and we let ∞ represent a time later than all others. We treat schedules as sets of times and use the notation t ∈ s to refer to a time t drawn from the set s. We use a similar notation to refer to elements of a list. The host language also includes standard structured types such as options, pairs, sums, lists and functions. We omit the typing annotations from lambda expressions when they can be reconstructed from the context.

5.1 Feed Syntax and Typing

The abstract syntax for our feed calculus and its typing rules appear in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. The feed typing judgment has the form Γ ⊢ F : σ feed, which means that in context Γ mapping variables to host language types τ, feed F produces a sequence of values of type σ. As shown in Figure 13, we define σ in terms of host language types, stratified to facilitate the proof of semantic soundness. Feed typing depends upon a standard judgment for simply typing lambda calculus expressions: Γ ⊢ e : τ. We discuss the syntax and typing for each construct in turn.

Core feeds express the underlying structure of base feeds, describing the data sources (src), schedule (sched), window (win), preprocessing function (pp), and file format (format). The source field may contain pseudo-locations that model the proc.fom found in the implementation. Instead of expressing time-out conditions in the schedule as we did in the source language, the calculus requires such conditions be specified in the window field, which slightly simplifies the semantics. The preprocessing and the format parser both map values with option type to option type, where the value None indicates a networking or data formatting error. (For the sake of simplicity, we do not model the variety of error codes that the implementation supports.) Consequently, if the format intuitively describes values of type τ, the feed will return a sequence of values of type τ option, allowing for the possibility of errors. The typing
for core feeds reflects our choice to have their semantics be a pair of the underlying schedule and the actual feed elements.

The feed all C selects all the data from the core feed C, while any C selects a representative good value for each time in the schedule for C. It inserts a None if no such value exists.

The empty feed (0) contains no elements and has polymorphic type a la the empty list. The computed feed ([e | x ∈ e]) allows programmers to generate a feed with schedule e2 and elements \((λx.e1) t\), where t is drawn from the schedule. Likewise, the feed comprehension \(\{\{e | x \leftarrow F\}\}\) creates a feed with elements \(λx.e v\) when v is an element of F. The feed filter F with e eliminates elements v from F when e v is false. Let feeds let \(x = e1\) in \(F2\) provide a convenient mechanism for binding intermediate values. The union feed merges two feeds with the same type into a single feed. In contrast, the sum feed takes two feeds with (possibly) different types and injects the elements of each feed into a sum before merging the results into a single feed.

The calculus also contains three different pair constructors, each providing a different way to combine elements from the subcomponent feeds. The first pair, written \(F1:F2\), is a synchronous pair. Elements of \(F1\) are paired with elements of \(F2\) that are scheduled at exactly the same time, regardless of when those elements actually arrive. Synchronous pairs are most useful when the underlying subcomponent feeds share the same schedule, as in the Arrakis example from Section 3. Synchronous pairs lack a dependent variant, however, because in our domain it is not sensible to schedule the acquisition of an element that depends upon another element scheduled at the same time. To express dependencies, we use two forms of dependent pair, continuous and local. In the continuous variant, each element \(x\) of \(F1\) is paired with all elements of the feed \(F2\) that depend on \(x\). In the local variant, each element \(x\) of \(F1\) is paired with all elements of the feed \(F2\) until the next element \(y\) of \(F1\) is scheduled. The denotational semantics, presented in the next subsection, makes this idea precise. Local pairing enables a paradigm in which programmers define an infinite feed \(F2\) that gets truncated and regenerated whenever a new element in \(F1\) is scheduled.

The final elements of the calculus include the foreach feeds and the list comprehension feed. Intuitively, a foreach is identical to a dependent pair in which the first element of the pair is omitted from the data representation. Consequently, there are two forms of foreach – one for each form of dependent pair. The notation * or ** serves as a syntactic mnemonic for the connection. The list comprehension feed generates a feed of lists where each element of the list is scheduled at the same time. It is akin to the synchronous pair operation.

5.2 Feed Semantics

We give the semantics of our formal feed language in a denotational style. The principal semantic functions are \(C[C]_E U\) and \(F[F]_E U\), defining core feeds and feeds, respectively. In these definitions, E is an environment mapping variables to values and U is a universe mapping pairs of schedule time and location to arrival time and a string option representing the actual data. Intuitively, the universe models the network. When \(U(t_1, t) = (t_2, \text{Some } w)\), the interpretation is that if the run-time system requests data from location \(t_1\) at time \(t_1\) then string data \(w\) will be returned at time \(t_2\). The time \(t_2\) must be later than \(t_1\). When \(U(t_1, t) = (∞, \text{None})\), networking errors have made location \(t_1\) unreachable.

The semantic functions yield a set of metadata/data pairs, where the metadata is coded as follows.

\[
m ::= (t,ℓ) \quad \text{base metadata}
\mid (t, (m_1, m_2)) \quad \text{pair metadata}
\mid (t, \text{inl } m) \quad \text{sum metadata}
\mid (t, \text{inr } m) \quad \text{sum metadata}
\mid (t, [m_1, \ldots, m_k]) \quad \text{list metadata}
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash e_1 : \text{loc list} \quad \Gamma \vdash e_2 : \text{sched} \quad \Gamma \vdash e_3 : \text{time}
\Gamma \vdash e_4 : \text{string option} \rightarrow \text{string option}
\Gamma \vdash e_5 : \text{string option} \rightarrow τ \quad \text{(t-core)}
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \{\text{src } = e_1; \text{ sched } = e_2; \text{ win } = e_3; \text{ pp } = e_4; \text{ format } = e_5\} : \text{sched} * (τ \text{ option feed)}
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash C : \text{sched} * (σ \text{ feed)}
\quad \Gamma \vdash \text{all } C : σ \text{ feed)} \quad (t-all)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash C : \text{sched} * (σ \text{ feed)}
\quad \Gamma \vdash \text{any } C : σ \text{ feed)} \quad (t-any)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash e_2 : \text{sched} \quad \Gamma . x . \text{time} \vdash e_1 : τ
\quad \Gamma \vdash [e_1 | x ∈ e_2] : τ \text{ feed)} \quad (t-compute)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash F : σ \text{ feed} \quad \Gamma \vdash \{e | x \leftarrow F\} : τ \text{ feed)} \quad (t-compl)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash F : σ \text{ feed} \quad \Gamma \vdash e : σ \rightarrow \text{bool}
\quad \Gamma \vdash \text{filter } F \text{ with } e : σ \text{ feed)} \quad (t-filter)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash e_1 : σ_1 \quad \Gamma , x : σ_1 \vdash F_2 : σ_2 \text{ feed)
\quad \Gamma \vdash \text{let } x = e_1 \text{ in } F_2 : σ_2 \text{ feed)} \quad (t-let)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash F_1 : σ_1 \text{ feed} \quad Γ \vdash F_2 : σ_2 \text{ feed}
\quad \Gamma \vdash F_1 ∪ F_2 : σ_1 + σ_2 \text{ feed)} \quad (t-union)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash F_1 : σ_1 \text{ feed} \quad Γ \vdash F_2 : σ_2 \text{ feed)
\quad Γ \vdash F_1 + F_2 : σ_1 + σ_2 \text{ feed)} \quad (t-sum)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash (F_1, F_2) : σ_1 + σ_2 \text{ feed)
\quad Γ \vdash (F_1, F_2) : σ_1 * σ_2 \text{ feed)} \quad (t-synch-pair)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash F_1 : σ_1 \text{ feed} \quad Γ \vdash F_2 : σ_2 \text{ feed)
\quad Γ \vdash x : F_1 + F_2 : σ_1 * σ_2 \text{ feed)} \quad (t-cont-pair)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash F_1 : σ_1 \text{ feed} \quad Γ \vdash F_2 : σ_2 \text{ feed)
\quad Γ \vdash x : F_1 + F_2 : σ_1 + σ_2 \text{ feed)} \quad (t-local-pair)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash F_1 : σ_1 \text{ feed} \quad Γ \vdash F_2 : σ_2 \text{ feed)
\quad Γ \vdash \text{foreach } x \text{ in } F_1 \text{ create } F_2 : σ_2 \text{ feed)} \quad (t-foreachcont)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash F_1 : σ_1 \text{ feed} \quad Γ \vdash F_2 : σ_2 \text{ feed)
\quad Γ \vdash \text{foreach } x \text{ in } F_1 \text{ update } F_2 : σ_2 \text{ feed)} \quad (t-foreachlocal)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash e : τ \text{ list} \quad Γ , x : τ \vdash F : σ \text{ feed)
\quad Γ \vdash [F | x \leftarrow e] : σ \text{ list feed)} \quad (t-list)
\]

---

Figure 14. Feed Language Typing.
The semantics of the scheduled time \( (x_t \in S) \), returning \texttt{None} if not. Otherwise, \texttt{timeout} returns its data argument \( (x_\text{at}) \), which may be \texttt{None} because of other networking errors. Using the \texttt{timeout} function, we define an alternate universe \( U' \) that retrieves data from the outside world, checks for a timeout, and applies the preprocessor \( \mathcal{E}[\text{expr}]_E \) before returning. The feed data is then pairs of base metadata \( (t, f) \) with data defined by \( \mathcal{E}[\text{expr} (U'(t, f))]_E \) where \( \text{expr} \) is the \texttt{PADS}-generated parser.

The semantics of both the \texttt{all} and \texttt{any} feeds first computes the meaning \( (S, A) \) of the core feed \( C \). The \texttt{all} feed simply returns the data component \( A \). The \texttt{any} feed returns a set with one element for each time \( t \) in the schedule \( S \). If the data \( A \) contains at least one good value at time \( t \), the \texttt{any} feed picks an arbitrary member of this set, using the function \texttt{select_one}. Otherwise, the feed adds error value \( ((t, \text{nowhere}), \text{none}) \) for \( t \).
The meaning of the empty feed is the empty set. Computed feeds yield one value per time in the given schedule. The dummy location (nowhere) in the computed feed metadata indicates the value had no physical source. Feed comprehensions also use the dummy location. The filter feed and feed comprehensions together model the full power of the feed comprehensions found in our implementation. The semantics for let, union and sum feeds are all straightforward. The union feed is simply the set-theoretic union of its constituent feeds. The sum feed injects the elements of its constituent feeds into a sum and likewise takes their union.

We must take more care when defining the semantics of pairs.

The synchronous pair \((F_1, F_2)\) is formed by finding all elements of \(F_1\) at a given time (including erroneous elements) and all elements of \(F_2\) at that time (again including erroneous elements) and generating their Cartesian product. Notice that if the schedules do not intersect, a synchronous pair will empty. The scheduled time of the composite item is the same as the scheduled times of the two underlying feeds.

The elements of the continuous dependent pair \((x : F_1 \ast F_2)\) are calculated by first determining the elements of \(F_1\). For each element \(v\) in \(F_1\), we calculate the elements of \(F_2\) by binding \(x\) to \(v\) in \(F_2\)'s definition. The elements of the composite feed include all elements \(x\) of \(F_1\) paired with the corresponding elements of \(F_2\) scheduled later than \(x\). As with synchronous pairs, we pair the metadata from the constituent feeds in the composite feed. Unlike synchronous pairs, the two elements of the pair do not share a schedule time. We adopt the later time (i.e., the time of the element from \(F_2\)) as the schedule time for the composite feed element.

Continuous and local dependent pairs differ in that local dependent pairs suppress further data dependent upon item \(v_1\) from \(F_1\) when the next item \(v_2\) from feed \(F_2\) arrives. In the semantics, the existence of another element \((m_1, v_1)\) in \(F_1\) after \((m_1, v_1)\) implies that the schedule time for the item under consideration in \(F_2\) \((v_2)\) must fall between the schedule times for \(v_1\) and \(v_1\) (otherwise \(v_2\) is not included in the final composite feed).

The semantics for the two variants of \(\text{foreach}\) are defined in terms of the two variants of dependent pairs, simply dropping the first component of each item in the pair feed in both cases. The semantics of the list comprehension feed extends the semantics of synchronous pairs to lists: each list in the resulting feed contains the elements of the generated list with the same scheduled time.

We have proven a soundness theorem for the semantics: the values contained in each feed are pairs of meta-data and data values with the appropriate type. More specifically, if the feed typing rules give feed \(F\) type \(\sigma\) feed, then its data has type \(\sigma\) and its meta data has type \(\text{meta}\(\sigma\) where \(\text{meta}\(\sigma\) is defined as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{meta}(\tau) &= \text{time} * \text{loc} \\
\text{meta}(\tau\text{ option}) &= \text{time} * \text{loc} \\
\text{meta}(\tau_1 + \tau_2) &= \text{time} * (\text{meta}(\tau_1) + \text{meta}(\tau_2)) \\
\text{meta}(\tau\text{ list}) &= \text{time} * (\text{meta}(\tau)\text{ list})
\end{align*}
\]

Theorem 1 (Semantic Soundness)
If \(\Gamma \vdash F : \sigma\) feed and for all \(x\) in dom(\(\Gamma\))\, \vdash E(x) : \Gamma(x)\) and \(\vdash U : \text{time} * \text{loc} \rightarrow \text{time} * (\text{string option})\) then for all \((m, v)\in F[F]_E\), \(\vdash (m, v) : \text{meta}(\sigma) + \sigma\).

The proof follows by induction on the structure of \(F\).

6. \textit{PADS/D Implementation and Evaluation}

The PADS/D implementation has three parts: the compiler, the runtime system, and the built-in tools library. We describe these parts in turn and evaluate the overall system performance and design.

let simple_comon =
{frep = fun ff ->
 ff.all
{Combinators.format = Comon_format.Source.parse;
 print = Comon_format.Source.print;
 format_rep = Comon_format.Source.tyrep;
 incremental = false;
 header_format = None;
 locations = sites;
 schedule =
 Schedule.every (Time.now (), 10.,
 Schedule.default_duration, 60.);
 has_records = Comon_format.___PML___has_records;
 pp = None)}

Figure 16. Code fragment of compiled simple_comon feed

6.1 The Compiler

The PADS/D compiler consists of \texttt{tcc}, the tool configuration compiler for \texttt{tc} files, and \texttt{fmlc}, the compiler for feed declarations (.fml) files. Both compilers convert their sources into OCaml code, which is then compiled and linked to the runtime libraries. We implemented both tools with Camlp4, the OCaml preprocessor.

The \texttt{fmlc} compiler performs code generation in two steps. First, the code generator emits the type declarations for each feed. Second, it generates representations for each feed description. The compiler constructs these representations by extracting elements from the concurrently generated PADS/ML libraries and using polymorphic combinators to build structured descriptions. Figure 16 shows a fragment of the compiled code for the simple CoMon feed in Figure 2.

6.2 The Runtime System

We implement each PADS/D feed as a lazy list of feed items. Following the semantics in Section 5, a feed item is a metadata/data pair, although the meta-data in the implementation is richer, adding data arrival times and more detailed error information.

The PADS/D runtime system is a multi-threaded concurrent system that follows the master-worker implementation strategy. Each worker thread either fetches data from a specified location and parses the data into an internal representation (the rep), or synthesizes its data by calling a generator function. Using error conditions, location, scheduled time and arrival time, the worker generates the appropriate metadata, pairs it with the rep and pushes the feed item onto a queue. The master thread pops the feed item from the queue on demand, \textit{i.e.}, when the user program requests the data. The worker thread is \textit{eager}, which guarantees that all data will be fetched and archived, but the master thread is \textit{lazy}, which allows application programs to process only relevant data.

We used the Ocamlnet 2 library [29] to implement the fetching engine. It batches concurrent fetch requests into groups of 200, a size which balances maximizing throughput with avoiding overwhelming the operating system with too many open sockets.

6.3 Tools Library

As explained in Section 4, we implemented the PADS/D off-the-shelf tool suite using our generic tool framework. Some tools depend upon auxiliary tools. For instance, the feed selector calls a data selector built under the PADS/ML generic tools framework [11] for base feeds. Other tools depend upon external libraries. For instance, the feed2rrd tool requires the RRD round-robin database [21] and the feed2rss tool uses the XML-Light package [19] for parsing and printing.
under the 5 minute turnaround time currently supported by CoMon. Taken together, these results suggest that the system adds little overhead to the inevitable network fetching latency.

### 6.5 Language or Library

Our feed language is a veneer on OCAML built with the Camlp4 preprocessor. A natural question is whether the system would be better implemented as a library rather than a language extension. For the reasons described in the following paragraphs, we chose to present our work as a language.

#### Automatic elimination of boilerplate code.

The compiler eliminates boilerplate code by (a) generating both type declarations and values from descriptions (particularly record types and datatypes), something that cannot be done in a library, (b) packaging definitions in modules for name-space management and functor usage, (c) automatically filling in defaults for values omitted from configuration files, and (d) generating complete, stand-alone executables from declarative descriptions and configurations.

#### Syntax and simplicity of coding style.

The underlying interfaces are very higher-order, which, without surface sugar, would force a complex coding style on the off-the-shelf user. For instance, almost every line of a description would be translated to an increasingly nested combinator application, and every variable binding would induce a use of higher-order abstract syntax.

#### Generic programming.

OCAML (and most other potential host languages) has no direct support for the generic programming needed to implement the tool suite. After considerable study, the most effective way we have found to provide the required generic programming interface involves judicious use of unsafe casts under the covers. By generating type representations using the compiler, we guarantee these casts cannot go wrong.

#### Integration with PADS.

Core PADS [12, 13, 14, 16] has had success as a language extension on top of C as well as OCAML. Its purpose is to describe and document properties of ad hoc data sources as well as to facilitate generation of local, single-source tools. Extending such descriptions to include source location, availability and access mode helps complete the documentation in a single centralized specification and through a uniform notation. It gives off-the-shelf users everything they need in a single language. Forcing a division of the specification into part library/part language would ruin its cohesiveness, particularly in the context of dependent feeds where there is tight interplay between access mode, location, schedule and format.

Though we believe a current design is well motivated, we also believe the ideas presented here can transcend their current implementation. By defining a compact feed calculus with a precise semantics, we allow the possibility for others to embed our abstractions directly in a language such as Haskell that provides superior support for generic programming.

#### 7. Related Work

Because of space considerations, we survey only the most closely related work.

#### Systems monitoring.

One early and widely-used protocol for system monitoring is SNMP, the simple network management protocol [5], which is supported by commercial tools such as HP’s OpenView [2] and free tools such as MRTG [22]. It provides an open protocol format, where vendors supply management information bases (MIBs) that provide a hierarchical description of the hardware’s monitoring information. By separating the data description into the MIB, SNMP can be more concise than XML, but it has poor support for ad hoc data, and it is more difficult to update with new data types or even changes to the data format.

For Grid or cluster environments, two popular monitoring tools are Ganglia [17] and Nagios [3]. Ganglia focuses on monitoring of usage information and consolidates information provided by OS tools like vmstat, iostat, uptime, etc. Nagios focuses more on availability information, and logs (or delivers) failure and recovery events. Ganglia uses raw data in XDR for its native fields and XML-encapsulated fields for extensions. Nagios has no standard data format, but instead gathers all data by periodically executing user-specified commands described in a configuration file. The commands use standardized return values to express...
status and are typically restricted to no more than 4KB of monitoring data.

What distinguishes PADS/D from systems like SNMP or Ganglia is the ability to automatically parse and monitor virtually any kind of ad hoc data, from node-level information like that collected by Ganglia or SNMP, all the way down to application-level or even protocol-level data. These areas are the ones that are not well served by today’s general-purpose monitoring systems. Moreover, the ability to use the same data description to automatically build parsers, in situ tools, and monitoring systems directly from declarative descriptions represents an ease of use not available in other systems.

Functional Programming. The implementation of PADS/D depends upon a tremendous body of past research in both functional stream processing and generic programming. Rather than competing with these technologies, PADS/D builds upon them and makes them highly accessible to off-the-shelf users in an important new domain – that of distributed ad hoc data processing.

Reactive Functional Programming. FRP [9] shares a tenuous relationship to work on PADS/D in that both technologies arise from the need to perform processing on a schedule over time-indexed values. However, FRP focuses on the definition and implementation of continuous time-varying values. So far, we have not found use for such values in our domain, only for discrete time-indexed sequences of events.

Web Mashups. Web Mashup languages such as MashMaker [10] and Yahoo Pipes [33] allow naive web programmers to extract data from web sites and RSS feeds and recombine them, often using conventional functional programming paradigms such as map and filter. The focus is on end-user programming with relatively small amounts of data that can be displayed to a user in a web browser. Errors are generally ignored as completeness or absolute correctness of information is not critical in the domains of interest. Unlike PADS/D, which allows users to write rich descriptions expressing the location, format, schedule and access mode of the data, Yahoo Pipes, for instance, acquires data through a fixed collection of black boxes. For this reason, PADS/D and mashup languages have the potential to be complementary technologies, with PADS/D descriptions serving to define new ad hoc data sources for mashups. In fact, this idea motivated the design and implementation of the PADS/D ad hoc-to-ROS conversion tool.

8. Conclusions
The explosive growth of the Internet has made monitoring and managing data systems distributed across wide-area networks increasingly important. The possibility of partial failure and the need to synchronize makes such code tedious and difficult to write correctly, particularly for data experts whose skills are in domains other than networking. In this paper, we describe the PADS/D system, which allows users to declaratively specify their data systems and then generate a wide-variety of tools for manipulating the data: from stand-alone tools, to simple libraries for writing their own analyses, to generic libraries for building generic tools. We precisely specify the meaning of our language via a sound denotational semantics and show via experimentation that the system has acceptable performance overheads.
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